
Vetor Algebra and Calulus II (2008) 2A1D 12A1D Vetor Algebra and Calulus IIBugs/queries to ian.reid�eng.ox.a.uk Mihaelmas 2008Course page www.robots.ox.a.uk/�ian/Teahing/Vetors Ian Reid1. (a) Show how the de�nition of the gradient of a salar funtion U(x; y ; z)grad U = �̂�V�x + �̂�V�y + k̂�V�zis equivalent to the following:(i) the omponent of grad U in any diretion is the rate of hange ofU with respet to distane in that diretion;(ii) grad U is a vetor whose magnitude at any point is equal to thegreatest rate of hange of U with respet to distane at that pointand whose diretion is that of the greatest rate of hange.(b) Show that grad U is perpendiular to the surfae U = onstant.() Derive the gradients of the following funtions:(i) x2y ; (ii) log r ; (iii) ( � r)2; for  = onstant vetor, wherer = x �̂+ y �̂+ z k̂.(d) What is a diretional derivative? Compute the diretional derivativefor U = x2y at the point [1; 1; 1℄ in the diretion [1; 2; 0℄=p5.(e) Verify your result by evaluating values of U at position r = [1; 1; 1℄ thenat r = [1 + Æ; 1 + 2Æ; 1℄, where Æ is any small number. (For exampleÆ = 0:01.) Find the hange in U, and divide it by the distane movedbetween the two positions.
2. (a) Using Cartesian o-ordinates, show that divadV is the outward normalux of the vetor a from the volume element dV .(b) Derive the divergenes of the following vetor �elds:(i) r; (ii) r nr; (iii) r nwhere r = x �̂+ y �̂+ z k̂, r = jrj and  is a onstant vetor.



2 Vetor Algebra and Calulus II (2008) 2A1D3. (a) Using Cartesian o-ordinates, show that (url a)zdS is the irulationof the vetor a around the perimeter of the area element dS in the x; yplane.(b) Write down the url of eah of the following vetor �elds:(i) x2y k̂; (ii) r nr; (iii) r�, where  is a onstant vetor.() Show that operators \url grad" and \div url" are identially zero.(NB, the salar and vetor �elds used must the general f (r) and f(r),and not spei� examples.)4. (a) Show that if (u; v ; w) is a set of urvilinear o-ordinates, the elementsof length orresponding to small hanges du; dv and dw are h1du, h2dvand h3dw respetively, whereh1 = ∣
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∣and similarly for h2;3.(b) Derive expressions for the h's for the following o-ordinate systems:i. ylindrial polarsii. spherial polarsiii. x = uv osw , y = uv sinw , z = (u2 � v 2)=2.() Hene obtain expessions forr2U in all three o-ordinate systems. (Thegeneral formula in the leture notes may be assumed without proof butyou should understand the priniples on whih it is based.)5. (a) State the divergene theorem of Gauss.(b) Show using surfae integration that if a = (x3; y 3; z3) then
∫S a � dS = 125 �R5where the integration is over the sphere x2 + y 2 + z2 = R2.(You may assume ∫ 2�0 (os4 �+ sin4 �)d� = 3�=2.)() Verify your result by evaluating
∫V div a dVthroughout the volume of the sphere.



Vetor Algebra and Calulus II (2008) 2A1D 36. (a) State Stokes' theorem, explaining arefully how the surfae orientationand diretion of line integral are related.(b) Evaluate the line integral ∮ F �dr around the irumferene of the irlex2 + y 2 = a2, z = 0, where F is the vetor [0; x3; 0℄.() Verify your result by evaluating ∫S url F � dSi. where S is the at surfae enlosed by the irle x2 + y 2 = a2,z = 0.ii. where S is the hemispherial surfae x2 + y 2 + z2 = a2, z � 0.
7. (a) Show that div (Ua) = a � grad U + Udiv a:(b) Using Gauss' theorem and the result of part (a) show that

∫V grad UdV = ∫S UdSwhere the volume V is enlosed by the surfae S.() Verify this result for the ase where U = z3, S is the surfae x2+ y 2+z2 = a2, and V is its interior.
8. (a) Prove the identity div (u� v) = v � urlu� u � url v(b) Hene, by means of the divergene (Gauss') theorem, show that

∫S(grad  � v) � dS = � ∫V (grad  � url v)dVwhere the �rst integral is over the surfae S enlosing the volume Vof a simple body and the seond integral is over this volume.() Verify the result of part (b) for a right irular ylinder of radius a andheight h, resting on the xy plane, with its axis oinident with the zaxis when = z2 and v = y �̂� x �̂ :



4 Vetor Algebra and Calulus II (2008) 2A1D9. Integral equations of ontinuity and momentum for an invisid uid may bederived in the form
∫V ���t dV + ∫S �q � dS = 0 and Fx = ∫V ��t (�u)dV + ∫S �uq � dSwhere S is a losed surfae ontaining the volume V , � is the uid density,q is the uid veloity vetor and u its omponent in the x-diretion, andFx is the fore on the ontrol volume in the x-diretion.(a) By means of the divergene theorem, derive the equations���t + div (�q) = 0 and Fx = ∫V �(�u�t + q � ru) dV:(b) Hene dedue that the aeleration of a uid partile in the x-diretionis �x = �u�t + q � ru :() The uid partile veloity is q = û�+ v �̂+w k̂. Derive an expression forthe 3D uid partile aeleration vetor in terms of q and the operator(q � r).

Answers1. () (i) 2xy �̂+ x 2̂� (ii) r=r 2 (iii) 2( � r) (d) Diretional derivative is 4=p5.2. (i) 3 (ii) (n + 3)r n (iii) nr n�2(r � )3. (i) x 2̂�� 2xy �̂ (ii) 0 (iii) �24. (i) hr = 1; h� = r; hz = 1 (ii) hr = 1; h� = r sin �; h� = r (iii) h1 = h2 =(u2 + v 2)1=2; h3 = uv5. 125 �R56. 34�a47. 45�a5k̂8. 2�a2h2


